Morphing wing strategies can be applied to configure aircraft geometry to successfully complete a mission/s. This requires fulfillment of requirements set within a series of flight phases, which generally specify an objective to be completed and constraints to be satisfied whilst optimising some measure of performance or efficiency. The following paper presents results from a software framework to assess the potential benefits of span morphing in performance and efficiency. An investigation of the effect of morphing on flight stability and control is presented. As an example, span variation from a nominal aspect ratio of 6.67 for a Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) of 25kg is presented, with results given for a representative mission profile for typical operations. A structural concept that integrates span retraction is assumed. 
Nomenclature
Modal coefficient for reference i, degree of freedom j and mode k η Span morphing parameter, ratio between the span retracted to the maximum span retraction K α Non-dimensional feedback gain for angle of incidence to elevator angle K q Non-dimensional feedback gain for pitch rate to elevator angle
I. Introduction
Aircraft are expected to experience a wide range of aerodynamic and structural loading conditions during the operational flight envelope. Generally, these are grouped into several flight phases, each representing a range of conditions, organised into a series of phases that are executed sequentially to form a mission profile. The unmodified aircraft geometry is typically optimised to obtain a fixed geometry that delivers the best performance potential over the specified mission. As each flight phase within a mission has its own unique set of requirements and constraints, the optimum parameters computed are typically weighted toward those closely related to the dominant components of the global cost function a . Allowing significant geometric modifications to influential design parameters could theoretically offset deficiencies in performance when attempting to optimise for mission requirements with competing, and sometimes conflicting requirements.
The aircraft performance and efficiency is largely dependent on the configuration, or arrangements of lifting surfaces, and the parameters that define the geometry of these surfaces. Morphing wing technologies have been developed to enable substantial wing planform 1, 2, 10 and cross-sectional 8 modifications b , which affects the performance of the configuration. Where these address the concept requirements, define planform sections and develop models, other researchers 2, 23 have investigated the effect of planform changes to the configuration performance. This includes analysis of the effect of planform modifications on the operational efficiency or performance and effective morphing strategies to optimise this. Variation in the geometry also leads to changes in the flight modes, stability and control properties. This topic is gaining increasing interest, and is also the focus of this paper. Analysis of a UAV with integrated span-morphing for a representative mission specification is presented, with longitudinal stability and control results.
II. Background
In the context of aircraft, morphing generally refers to structural actuation concepts or technologies developed to enable significant modification to the wing planform and cross-sections. Classically, morphing was embodied within the flight control system. the primary flight control system used to control of the flight mechanics is generally fulfilled through discrete 'camber morphing' surfaces near the trailing edge. Furthermore, secondary flight control systems, such as flaps, have also been deployed to prepare the aircraft for flight phases such as take-off and landing, by effectively extending the chord length and increasing the wing area also to extend the operating lift coefficient.
Contemporary morphing concepts attempt to integrate actuation methods and technologies, whether they be based on compliant mechanisms or compliant structures, to initiate shape changes without necessitating a discrete surface for a so called continuous 'gap-less' aerodynamic shape and structure. One purpose is to reduce the operating cost of the aircraft, through either reducing systems weight, or by decreasing fuel burn through increasing lift-to-drag ratio. Furthermore, as these morphing concepts generally increase the parameter space available, performance can be augmented to improve stability, controllability and/ or manoeuvrability as well as other performance parameters. Therefore this has the potential to expand the normal operational flight envelope, where numerous challenging flight conditions exist. Other potential benefits of a morphing concept enable not only flight phase adaptation, but also accommodate alterations to the mission specification.
Smith et al. 34 presents an investigation of the effect of variable cant and twist at two outboard crosssections. The analysis presented optimised the aerodynamic configuration for flight efficiency and specific air range, whilst satisfying a bending moment constraint. Variations in the flight mechanics observed in this concept are likely to have an effect on the stability characteristics, in addition to the development of a suitable flight control system. Research at University of Bristol by Bourdin et al. 10 and Ameri et al.
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focused on the dynamic response of various cant angle winglet configurations, and its application to control a flying wing micro air vehicle. Bourdin et al. 10 suggest that these winglets can be used as an effective control strategy for roll and yaw, where the original elevons integrated onto the wing assume the more traditional roll pitch effector (or elevator). Wind tunnel results are presented alongside computational results to verify trends, and provide some validation of the computational results. This is followed by an investigation that includes trim results in turning flight, deploying this novel control strategy. The authors note that, although a For example, when optimising for the cruise, and using the take-off and/ or landing phase requirements as constraints b These have been referred to in the literature as global and local morphing, using intra and inter cross-section mechanisms respectively 39 it is possible to deploy this highly coupled control strategy about an orthogonal set of body fixed axes, the control capacity about each axis of rotation is less than that of a configuration that employs a fully decoupled control strategy, whereby each control is provided by an independent effector about each axis of rotation. Moreover, this strategy could not provide sufficient control authority compared to more conventional flight control topologies. Ameri et al. 5 further discusses the effect of variable cant winglets on the flight dynamic behaviour, characterising the modes, and discovering/ revealing the effect of varying cant angle via root locus plots. Through a combination of aerodynamic and mass property changes induced by these significant geometric modifications, both the longitudinal and lateral dynamics are affected. Other work by Ameri et al. 4 describes a system that could be employed for use in flight control applications. Texas A & M University is another institute that has shown interest, dedicating resources to investigating the flight dynamic and control aspects of morphing wing concepts. Niksch et al. 28, 29 develop an aerodynamic model suitable for flight dynamic analysis. The model uses a source-doublet panel method, allowing the main lifting surface to vary chord, sweep, thickness and dihedral. Valasek 38 presents a novel adaptive controller that learns the dynamics of the modified shape, and given a set of goals generate commands to satisfy. Obradovic and Subbarao 30, 31 model the dynamic loads generated during morphing, with the objective of estimating/ predicting the actuation power required to morph, and hence the concept feasibility. The intended application, or example presented, is that of a polymorphing 'gull-wing' concept, involving significant morphing deformation of the airframe. This necessitates extending the flight dynamics model to include modelling of the unsteady components such as a time varying inertial tensor. Other research that focuses on dynamic simulation and control concepts using morphing structures include Boothe et al. 9 and Gandhi et al. 16 These studies demonstrate interest in the effect of morphing structures on system level parameters such as aerodynamic performance, operational efficiency and the consequent effect on the flight dynamics stability and control.
In this investigation, it is assumed that a morphing actuation concept or mechanism (selected from those developed by other investigators) can be implemented to modify the wing geometry, and maintain the deflected shape. The analysis from these investigators highlight the local or global benefits of morphing wings in the context of configuration optimisation for operational efficiency and performance. Conversely, potentially challenging and undesirable effects can be introduced by these morphing concepts. An example of this exists in flight dynamics, where due to significant modifications to the aerodynamic boundary c , significant variation is induced on the flight mechanics (static and dynamic derivatives), from which the flight dynamics are derived. Conversely, considering the effect on the flight dynamics, an alternative use could be to employ morphing concepts d as a control effector, by increasing the control capacity/ authority, from which investigations are necessary to assess its viability to implement into a control structure. This paper builds on these previous investigations, to extend the understanding to the behaviour of aircraft flight dynamics that undergo significant modifications to the wing planform geometry. This includes the effect of variability in the aerodynamic boundary, its effect on the flight mechanics, time derivatives of the mass properties (including both mass and inertial changes) and their respective effects on the flight dynamics. Feedback control is then introduced to return the morphed geometry dynamics modes to their nominal values, or a set of desired positions with more favourable dynamic characteristics. This will provide a basis to assess both the effect of a morphing concept on the flight dynamics in addition to its viability to augment the control derivatives.
III. Low fidelity Morphing Assessment Tools
In this section, the method used to define and analyse results is presented. The definition of the inputs required to execute the analysis and obtain results is outlined. These include; geometry definition, geometric constraints, mission/s requirements and constraints and the cost/ optimal criterion. The analysis is primarily performed on an aerodynamic basis, and the structural considerations concern the mass and inertial modifications introduced during morphing. Figure 1 provides an outline of the framework used.
The framework outlines a low-fidelity framework, used for systems level analysis. This is part of a larger set of tools in development for the combined morphing assessment software using flight envelope data and mission based morphing prototype wing development (CHANGE) project, for development of morphing wing aircraft. The framework enables the development of UAV platforms, which implement morphing onto the 
A. Input Definition
In order to perform the analysis, a number of input parameters are required to provide the basis for the investigation. The geometric parameters supplied should be sufficient to define and model the concept within the analysis modules. Since only the boundary of the aerodynamic is of concern, the structure is developed can be developed within this boundary. As such the input is related to the analysis used.
Parameterised Geometric Model
For conceptual investigations and assessments, reduced order parametrised models are generally used. These are typically the dominant or most influential parameters that have a significant effect on the performance of the design. This generally enables rapid execution of analysis modules to generate the data necessary to optimise the design. This enables for a wider variety of design configurations to be considered, which is critical at the conceptual design phase, to ensure sufficient coverage of the design space.
In this investigation, the geometry considered are lifting and non-lifting bodies arranged in a traditional tail-aft configuration. Additional parameters to account for modifications introduced through morphing are also included. These account for the primary modes of morphing presented in the literature: span extension, sweep, dihedral/ cant, chord extension, twist, and cross-sectional camber morphing (illustrated in Figure 2 ). The example presented includes morphing of a representative UAV designed for a loiter mission using span morphing to optimise for performance for low and high speed operations. Figure 3 presents the parametrisation, where η = 1 − b ms /b ps , the parameter used to represent the span morph.
Mission Requirements & Specification
With the geometry modelled, the next stage is to model the analysis space, which contains the flight conditions of interest, or design critical flight conditions. The analysis space is based on a mission to be completed by the platform. In turn, each mission consists of a series of flight phases, each with its own set of unique requirements. Essentially, each phase sets a series of local constraints and desirable performance parameters used to optimise the design. Concurrently, globally there are desirable mission performance characteristics and constraints which are to be optimised and satisfied respectively. For example, in the take-off phase, climb rate, take-off speed and field length are important constraints that must be satisfied when developing a design, whereas minimising energy consumption, required power or increasing aerodynamic efficiency are desirable attributes. This is an example of local flight phase optimisation, whereas global optimisation focuses on the overall objective of mission completion, satisfying requirements/ constraints and computing parameters for the best perceivable/ optimal efficiency and performance.
B. Analysis
The analysis framework/ tool developed is intended for the conceptual design stage. At this phase, an emphasis on rapidly establishing a configuration, and approximating the optimum geometry for a given mission profile. Classical, analytical, semi-empirical and empirical methods were used to generate the analysis data, based on the conventional tail aft configuration. Conceptual frameworks have since evolved to include numerical analysis tools, referred to by Chudoba 12 as type IV-V frameworks, to replace the classical methods so that reliable data for unconventional configurations can be generated at the conceptual phase. Numerical aerodynamic solvers selected are typically based on boundary element or potential flow methods.
14, 21, 27
These methods are generally favoured, because a solution to the boundary equations is sufficient to generate a result. With other methods, such as those that solve the Euler equations, 18 a solution to the full fluid domain is necessary, and so requires greater computational resources to solve. This additional computation time limits the design space that can be explored/ considered. The use of reduced order or lower fidelity methods not only reduces the execution time, but also the model is intuitive enough to interpret results.
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C. Control Structure, Synthesis & Implementation
Control has generally been used to improve the dynamic characteristics of an existing design. Feedback control, or stability augmentation systems, are widely applied to improve the flight dynamic performance, or to return the characteristic dynamic behaviour to an acceptable level. A reasonable amount of success has been achieved through the application of linear control synthesis methods in order to augment the flight dynamics. The controller synthesised is generally developed such that dynamic constraints about the design flight condition are satisfied. Additionally some synthesis methods develop a robust controller to satisfy dynamic performance in the presence of a variable system, or off-design conditions. Typically gains are scheduled across the flight envelope, such that a transition between the different control gains to provide the correct dynamic response with changing flight conditions. For morphing aircraft, major planform modifications lead to significant changes to the stability and control derivatives, which in turn has a significant impact on the control gains, which must now also include a schedule for the geometry modification.
Many synthesis methods exist to solve these equations for a given control design criteria and set of constraints. Control synthesis methods include the Linear Quadratic Regulator, 37 Eigenstructure Assignment
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and H-infinity, 11 which have all demonstrated applications to successfully provide stability and control to an unaugmented aircraft. 22, 26 It is suggested by Tischler, 36 that by implementing a rigid set of constraints, the synthesis methods will generally converge upon the same control design. A simple proportional state feedback controller is implemented for the preliminary results in this paper, as this has the greatest effect on the modal positions and dynamic behaviour. The control gains are then synthesised using Eigenstructure Assignment, which computes gain values appropriate to the desired eigenstructure. The desired eigenstructure has been chosen to be at the nominal Centre of Gravity (CoG) and mass properties at maximum span.
IV. Test Case: Small UAV Loiter Mission
The example geometry selected for the following investigation is based on a UAV developed for loitering mission types. The reference aircraft for the configuration is the Tekever AR4 (illustrated in Figure 5 ), where the mass is estimated at 25 kg. Figure 5 (a) presents an illustration of the platform used in this investigation, and Figure 5 (b) shows the limits of the morphed geometry relative to the baseline geometry. Spanwise contraction is implemented through a telescopic actuation arrangement, allowing up to 50% span reduction on an outboard partition which itself accounts for 50% of the span (25% reduction of the total span). Table 1 presents some of the relevant nominal geometric characteristics, and Table 2 presents the nominal mass properties. Table 1 : Geometric parameters of the reference UAV
A. Results
The results included in this section relate to the loiter flight phase. Plots are presented over a range of relative freestream speeds, and morphing parameter, η. The Angle of Attack (AoA) is presented as an absolute value in degrees, as is the stabiliser angle. The aerodynamic efficiency is normalised to the maximum aerodynamic efficiency with the nominal CoG properties. Trim results are obtained through formulating an optimisation problem to minimise the cost function.
The free parameters are α, δ HST AB and δ throttle , the fixed states are V t and alt, q is constrained to zero, θ is constrained to α. For the dynamic results, eigenvectors are normalised to identify the modes. Tracking is performed using a correlation parameter, the modal assurance criterion, 3 defined as
From this, modes can be identified and tracked, and their properties extracted. Table 2 : Mass properties of the reference UAV Figure 6 presents the relevant trim information for the range of parameter variations used. These results are presented at the nominal CoG position presented in Table 2 relative to the aircraft geometry presented in Figure 5 . The trim AoA presented in Figure 6 (a) shows the variation with relative total wind velocity and morphing parameter. These results infer that the required AoA to trim is generally more sensitive to variations in velocity at low relative wind speeds, where the required angle of incidence for variation of morphing span parameter at constant velocity is relatively constant. Similarly the trend in required stabiliser angle ( Figure 6(b) ) shows a general decreased nose pitch down moment generated by the tail as wind velocity increases. The relationship is nonlinear as the span is retracted, the required nose down pitching moment is decreased. Figure 7 shows the stability derivatives and the static margin, which is generally constant with velocity except at high AoA, where a decrease in static margin is observed. Also, the static margin is observed to increase with span retraction, indicating an increase in static stability. Figure 8 presents a summary of the longitudinal modes of motion. Figure 8 (a) presents a complex mode, which is typically referred to as the longitudinal short period mode, and observing the eigenvector, is typically dominated by pitch rate and AoA. Generally, there is a second complex mode, the phugoid, which is a long period mode, characterised by changes in velocity, altitude and pitch angle. However, Figure 8 indicates two real longitudinal modes, one of which appears to be consistently unstable for varying velocity and span morphing parameter, where the second real mode stability changes as these parameters are varied.
Nominal Results
From the pole plots presented in Figure 8 , the modal characteristics can be computed, i.e. frequency Figure 9 presents the short period frequency and damping. The frequency is observed to vary between 1 and 3.5 Hz, and is more sensitive to varying speed than it is to the span morphing parameter. The frequency increases with speed but decreases marginally with span retraction. The damping ratio, presented in Figure 9 (b), varies only slightly between 0.38 and 0.44. Interestingly, at low speeds the plot shows high damping, accompanied with relative insensitivity to the span morphing parameter. As speed is increased, the sensitivity to speed reduces, whilst the sensitivity to the span morphing parameter increases. This sensitivity is observed to increase as the span morphing parameter is increased. These characteristics are observable in the complex pole plot in Figure 8(a) , where the angle of the cluster of poles is observed to vary marginally, but the variation in pole position is far greater, leading to larger variation in the computed frequency. To emphasize this, and for later comparison of results, Figure 10 presents the frequency and damping relative to their maximum respective values for this nominal configuration.
The short period frequency appears to be correlated to the AoA (Figure 6(a) ), whilst the damping is closely related to the static stability ( figure 7) . The frequency is observed to undergo a decrease up to a 70% from the nominal maximum frequency, whereas the damping ratio varies up to 12%. Furthermore, there is little correlation in the frequency and damping characteristics, indicating that the flying qualities will change. Furthermore, comparing the damping ratio to the static stability implies that the short period damping is inversely proportional to the static stability. The effect of these parameters on the mode shape is presented in Figure 11 . The relative magnitude of the angle of incidence (Figure 11(a) ) and the pitch angle ( Figure 11 indicates that as the relative contribution of pitch angle (θ) decreases, generally speaking the contribution of velocity to the mode shape increases. The effect is greatest at low speed, and is approximately constant with span morphing parameter. As speed is increased the dependency on span morphing parameter increases. Pitch rate (Figure 11(c) ) is observed to primarily be associated with span morphing parameter, decreasing with span retraction. This also follows approximately the trend of the short period damping characteristic ( Figure 9(b) ), where the velocity approximately correlates with the frequency (Figure 9(b) ), where decreasing frequency is related to an increase in the involvement of velocity. Figure 11 (c) when compared to Figure 11 (b) shows that the pitch rate contributes significantly to the mode shape. When comparing this to the 'long period' motion observed in Figure 12 , the relative magnitude of q (Figure 11 (c) versus Figure 13 (c) and 14(c)) is greater. This mode is consistent with the description of the longitudinal short period, which describes a mode where pitch rate and angle of attack are dominant states in the eigenvector. For completeness, the time constant for the two real modes is included in Figure 12 .
From Figure 12 , mode 1 corresponds to the unstable mode and mode 2 is the mode which bifurcates Figure 12 firstly suggest that the mode characteristics are insensitive to changes in span morphing parameter, and are mainly dependent on the aircraft speed. With variation in speed, both modes are observed to migrate toward the left hand plane of the diagram. The time constant of mode 1 is consistently smaller than mode 2, which transitions from unstable to stable between 60 and 70 kph. Typically, there are two complex conjugate modes in the longitudinal dynamics. The real pair are associated to the long period, or phugoid complex pair, that are generally observed in longitudinal flight dynamics. Comparing Figure 13 to Figure 14 it is observed that mode 1 is dominated by pitch rate and pitch angle, relative to mode 2 which is marginally dominant in angle of incidence and speed. The trend of angle of incidence and pitch rate are relatively insensitive to the span morphing parameter. Sensitivity to velocity increases with increasing speed for both modes, where a large change is observed in the second modes velocity magnitude (Figure 14(b) ). Pitch angle for the second mode (Figure 14(d) ) shows that the mode shape for this state is dependent on the span morphing parameter. Figure 15 presents the required feedback gains to return the short period dynamics to those of zero span retraction at the nominal CoG for each velocity. Figure 15(a) shows that as the span morphing parameter is increased, an increase in the required feedback of angle of attack to the elevator is required. This approaches a value of unity, and so for each degree of angle of incidence, some conditions require an equal deflection in the elevator. The trend approximately corresponds to the trend observed in the short period damping The required gain for the feedback of pitch rate to the elevator is considerably less. For constant velocity, the change in pitch rate to elevator gain required appears to increase linearly, where the required gain decreases linearly with increasing speed. Thus the sensitivity to span morphing decreases with increasing speed.
Mass Sensitivity
To investigate the sensitivity to errors in mass estimation, the mass is varied from -30% to +10% of the nominal mass. Mass is assumed to increase at the CoG with no change in other inertial properties. The angles of incidence are presented in Figure 16 which shows that as the aircraft mass is decreased, the required trim AoA decreases, and as the mass increases so does the required AoA. This effect is to satisfy the lift equation, which requires a modification in the lift coefficient associated with the change in mass for a given flight condition. Thus the increase in required lift coefficient (and hence AoA) occurs because of the increase in the mass.
The effect of varying mass on the short period stability is presented in Figure 17 . Comparing Figures 17(a) , 17(c) and 8(a), it appears that the AoA is sensitive to mass, whereas the change in magnitude from the origin is relatively insensitive. This would imply that the damping is sensitive to variations in mass, whereas the frequency is relatively insensitive. From Figures 17(b) , 17(d) and 8(b) the unstable mode (mode 1) appears to be relatively unaffected/ insensitive to variations in mass. The second mode becomes increasingly stable over a greater range of flight conditions, but with constant minimum time constant. For greater mass, the stability of the majority of conditions decrease, moving towards mode 1. These modes, over a range of masses were observed to become complex, and then real again. Tracking these modes during these transitions is difficult as the modal assurance criterion is not sufficient as its value for the complex conjugate pairs is exactly equal for each real mode. This is confirmed by the result presented in Figure 18 , where the change in frequency range increases or decreases by approximately 10%, compared with 7-8% change in the damping ratio ( 65% change in the range), with a change in both minimum and maximum values. Decreasing the mass is observed to increase the maximum frequency (Figure 18(a) ), where up to an 18% increase in damping ratio is observed, improving over the entire range of velocities and span. Conversely, increasing the mass decreases the short period damping (Figure 18(d) ), 10% decrease in mass equating to 4% decrease in the nominal damping. The frequency (Figure 18(c) ) lowers with increasing mass. The range of frequency for both low and high mass appears to be relatively equal, where only the minimum and maximum values change.
The eigenvector magnitudes observed for modes using mass variation did not change significantly, where both trends and values were similar to those presented in Figure 11 , and so are not presented here. Figure 19 (Figure 19(c) ), where decreasing mass decreases the demand (Figure 19(c) ), however both remain positive throughout. From Figure 18 (b), decreasing the mass was observed to increase short period damping. Correspondingly, over all conditions, the feedback pitch rate to elevator indicates that the pitch damping derivative is being artificially destabilised, to normalise the mode to the mode at the nominal condition. Greater corrections are required at low speeds, and with the span fully extended, varying approximately linearly as span is retracted. with the span fully retracted the feedback gain is approximately zero, as the damping for this case the damping is almost equivalent to the nominal mass with span fully extended.
CoG Sensitivity
The CoG is migrated along the X-axis. a) and 21(c)) root locus indicates that the effect of modifying the CoG position increases damping and decreases frequency for forward migration and visa versa for aft migration of the CoG. The behaviour of the long period shows that as the CoG is moved forward, the two real modes repel one another, one becoming more stable and decreasing time constant, the other increasingly unstable and time constant reducing. As the CoG migrates toward the tail, the mode becomes a complex conjugate pair, with behaviour and characteristics consistent with a traditional phugoid motion. This mode however is persistently unstable, although the period is approximately a minimum of 10 seconds, which is 50 times greater than the short period. The static margin varies accordingly, with the variation in CoG position, varying by ±25% MAC within the limitations of the run. The UAV is observed to become statically unstable for all runs with the CoG at −25% MAC, as the static margin at the nominal condition is between approximately 3-7%. It is observed that as the CoG is migrated forward the angle of the poles reduce, also their position relative to the origin shrinks. This results in a reduction in the relative frequency when compared to the nominal condition (Figure 22(a) ) and an increase in the damping (Figure 22(b) ). Conversely, moving the CoG has the opposite effect, as is observed in Figure 21 (c), accompanied/ supported by Figures 22(c) and 22 . Figure 23 shows the effect of change in the feedback gain values with migrating the CoG. Moving the CoG forward (Figure 23(a) ), shows a trend at lower velocities similar to the increase in mass result presented in Figure 19(a) . However, an increased demand in this gain value is observed. Additionally for this CoG Figure 16 : Sensitivity of trim AoA to mass position, due to the observed increase in damping in Figure 22 (b) leads to a decrease in required gain. However, the damping for the short period at this CoG position is consistently higher than the maximum nominal configuration damping. This is because the gains computed are to fix the eigenstructure at the nominal condition, and so are not independently computed (K q is not isolated to provide only artificial pitch damping). For the CoG migrated toward the tail a significant increase in both angle of incidence and pitch rate gain is observed. Their is a decrease in sensitivity with increasing speed, and linearly increasing with span morphing parameter. Similar to the result presented in Figure 23 (b), this does not directly correlate to augmenting the pitch damping derivative to improve the short period damping.
B. Discussion
The results in Section A presented trim information and a thorough account of the static and dynamic stability for varying a span morphing parameter, where increasing the span morphing parameter results in a reduction of the span. For a given mass, speed and altitude, the required vehicular lift coefficient is constant (using the same reference area). When retracting the span, the area decreases, and so the required lift coefficient increases, where typically, the lift-curve slope decreases (due to a decrease in aspect ratio) which results in an increase in required angle of incidence as the span is retracted (Figure 6(a) ). The stabiliser required to trim the aircraft is approximately -10 degrees for the nominal CoG position (Figure 6(b) ). For cruise operations this is an unusually high deflection angle for this phase of operation. The implication is that the stabiliser is operating with an equivalent angle of incidence of 7-8 degrees. Boundary element methods are typically poor at estimating loads in such cases. Furthermore, the stabiliser would typically be designed to operate at a much lower angle of incidence for loiter and cruise phases.
The modes estimated using this model show three longitudinal modes, a complex conjugate pair and two real modes (Figure 8) . Generally, longitudinal modes have two complex conjugate pairs, the short period and the phugoid. Comparing the eigenvector result for the complex conjugate pair, this represents a typical short period as is described in the literature. 13, 35 The phugoid, however, is not identified in these results. Instead, two aperiodic modes occur with large time constants. These modes operate at a much larger time scale to the short period, and are dominated by states closely related to the phugoid motion (i.e. pitch angle and speed). By migrating the CoG position toward the tail, decreasing the aircraft static stability, these two real modes become an unstable complex conjugate pair, with behaviour typical of a phugoid type mode.
Using an approximation of the short period (Equation ( 3)), the mode is dependent on dynamic pressure, reference area, reference chord, mass and inertia, velocity, pitch damping derivative and static stability derivative. 
For constant velocity and reference parameters, considering only the variation in the aerodynamic derivatives and mass properties, the short period results (Figures 9(a) , 10(b), 18(a), 18(c), 22(a) and 22(c)) indicate span morphing that retracting the span reduces the frequency marginally. The mass properties are constant, as mass is constant, and span morphing has no effect on the pitching moment of inertia; thus the effect on the longitudinal dynamic stability is purely aerodynamic. The static stability derivative (Figure 7 ) is observed to increase ( 5-10%) at the nominal CoG position, which would increase the short period frequency. However the pitch damping derivative ( 2-8%), and the lift-curve slope both decrease ( 30-35%) with span retraction, and it is supposed that these terms dominate the behaviour.
Velocity increases the frequency through the dynamic pressure terms, which is also observed in the results. This approximation also implies that increasing mass generally decreases short period frequency, which is also observed in the results when comparing Figure 18 (a) with Figure 18 (c). The effect of change in CoG is unclear, as the behaviour of the relative change in stability derivative and pitch damping derivative varies (from stable to unstable). This is because as the CoG is migrated toward the tail, the stability derivative generally becomes more positive (becoming less stable), whilst the pitch damping derivative may increase (become more negative) as the moment arm to the wing (with a larger surface area) increases. Results for The mode shape shows that the mode shape is dominated by α, q and θ, and that over the velocities of interest are relatively insensitive to changes in CoG position and mass. The effect of increasing speed changes the mode shape marginally, where retracting the span reduces the pitch rate in the mode shape. This is supported by eigenvectors presented for short period approximation (included by Stengel 35 and presented in Equation ( 5)). This is a result of the pitching moment derivative with angle of incidence, which in this model decreases with span retraction e .
The damping of the short period was shown in Equation ( 4) and is shown to be inversely proportional to the mode frequency. As velocity increases, the damping decreases which is consistent with increasing frequency, where the derivatives in the numerator remain relatively constant or decrease accordingly. As the span is retracted, the short period damping decreases and the derivatives are observed to decrease. Although the frequency reduces, this appears to be sufficient enough a reduction in the numerator to result in the These results are consistent with the classical short period approximation obtained through reducing the longitudinal linear model to one that models pitch rate, angle of incidence and pitch angle. It is expected that the approximation could also provide reasonably accurate estimations of the short period characteristics. The phugoid pair is readily identifiable. However, unlike the short period, the characteristics vary widely, and the mode is observed to form a complex conjugate pair and two real modes for different points in the parameter space used. Second order phugoid approximations are typically poor, and owing to the atypical mode behaviour, it is not expected that a reasonable prediction of the modes characteristics or behaviour can be obtained using, for example, Lanchesters equation. 24 Instead, in such cases, developing appropriate fourth order approximations, such as those presented by Kamesh and Pradeep, 20, 32 Ananthkrishnan et al. 6, 7 and Giulietti 17 will yield results and provide a better description of the variation in mode behaviour than a simple second order model, which decouples the short period and phugoid. It must be noted that in such cases, the phugoid is not necessarily a complex conjugate pair, and so model phugoid approximations maybe invalid as the mode is assumed to be oscillatory. These approximations give particularly poor estimates where the mode time scales converge, or that the assumption that they are complex conjugate pairs is violated.
Where they are distinct and where the modes either remain complex or real, the modal assurance criterion ensures that the modes, or unordered eigenstructures generated by MATLAB (or whatever is used to compute the eigenvalues of a linear system), can be tracked. However, where the modes change their behaviour from periodic to aperiodic, or where modes cross one another with geometrically similar eigenvectors, the modal assurance criterion is not sufficient alone to track the mode. The former of these problems maybe addressed through development of an algorithm, using the modal assurance criterion as a basis, and defining rules to relate modes which transition from periodic to aperiodic. Alternatively, the algorithm can be designed to generate regions within the parameter space where a particular mode exists, defining new modes where their behaviour does not relate uniquely to the modes of another flight condition.
The short period results demonstrates a considerable variation in the dynamic characteristics, where both the mode shape and damping is affected by span retraction. The control results presented show the feedback gains required where the objective is to maintain consistent dynamic characteristics and performance to those with the span fully extended. It is recognised that the control objective could be to set to maintain particular characteristics throughout the flight envelope, although this was simply to demonstrate the variation in required feedback gain to maintain consistent dynamic behaviour. The feedback gains for angle of incidence are noticeably larger than those for feedback gain. It must be noted that the magnitude of the dimensional pitch rate is likely to be greater than the angle of incidence. The gain applied is a function of velocity, span retraction parameter, mass and CoG position. The results show that this is not necessarily a linear relationship, to maintain consistent dynamic behaviour for large variations in the estimated mass properties.
Although the longitudinal long period modes were not the control objective, a controller can similarly be designed to provide adequate phugoid dynamic behaviour. This would include generating a typical phugoid mode, and placing these in an optimal configuration for dynamic performance.
Additionally, span morphing provides another candidate for control. The control performance is also related to the rate of actuation, which for span retraction is likely to be low relative to other control effectors. However, provided the actuation rate is enough to provide sufficient control moment, the span can The control used in this paper neglects the 'hidden' dynamics associated with the variation in trim condition. This was identified, along with a method to schedule the gains of a controller for variation in the trimmed flight state, by Richardson et al. 33 and Jones et al. 19 This is applied to improve transient response, by addressing the unwanted hidden dynamics introduced when scheduling a 'fast state'. This is shown to lead to a reduction in control surface movement (or demand) reducing the potential for control surface saturation. This could be applied for direct primary control by morphing surfaces, alternatively to control the unwanted hidden dynamics as the morphing surface is deployed or retracted.
V. Conclusion and Recommendations
In this paper, an account of the longitudinal dynamic behaviour for a 25kg UAV example is presented, and in particular the short period dynamics. Results were shown for sensitivities to velocity, span retraction parameter, CoG position and mass. Where the control objective was to return the short period to the dynamics realised for maximum span at the nominal CoG position, feedback gains required varied with span retraction, the magnitude of which was dependent on the flight speed. The span morphing itself was not considered as a control effector; further investigations are suggested to assess its dynamics, and the control objectives it can fulfil. Furthermore, the control objectives require better definition of a desirable eigenstructure, or indeed any other measure of control performance, such as required gain and phase margins. Other effects that must be investigated include methods to interpolate between controllers, where an additional integrator term modifies the control gain to account for the change in trimmed state. This may affect any proposed control loop using the span morphing for augmenting the flight dynamics. Application of the modal assurance criterion was used to track the modes adequately to relate modes from different flight conditions and configuration parameters. This showed adequate tracking of distinct, readily identifiable modes. This method, however, is simply a correlation function, and where mode eigenstructures become geometrically similar, the method loses its ability to distinguish and track unique modes. For such cases, adequate methods are required to track the mode and reveal its behaviour. Finally, the long period mode, typically associated with the phugoid, was observed to transition between a complex conjugate pair, and a real pair of modes. These essentially represent two new modes, and the modal assurance criterion cannot discriminate between these modes, since each of the complex conjugate pairs has the same computed modal assurance criterion for each of the real modes. In such cases, an algorithm is required to identify such cases to either relate these modes, or to generate a new identified mode to track. VI. Acknowledgements
